Division 1 Project Requirements
Solar Ready

1.15a
Structural design loads on construction documents:
Refers to Energy Code: Title 24, Part 6, 2013, 110.10(b)4
- For areas of the roof designated as solar zone, the structural design loads for roof dead load and roof live load shall be clearly indicated on the construction documents.
- Note: CSU Fullerton requires the inclusion of collateral loads for future solar energy systems in the structural design loads

1.15b
Interconnection Pathways:
Refers to Energy Code: Title 24, Part 6, 2013, 110.10(c)
- Constructions docs shall indicate a location for inverters and metering equipment as well as routing of conduit from the solar zone to the point of interconnection with the electrical service.
- Note: CSU Fullerton requires that conduit be installed from the solar zone to the point of interconnection with the electrical service and shall be permanently marked “For Future Solar Electric.”
- Note: CSU Fullerton also requires that electrical meter socket, circuit breaker spaces, and extra data port be provided in the electrical room and be permanently marked “For Future Solar Electric.”